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Councillor by growing as numerous."1 The Cabinet Council
continued to exist but with ever-declining power until
about 1783, when it seems to have disappeared, though it
is said to have met occasionally, subsequently, for it con-
sidered the draft of the King's Speech early in the nineteenth
century.
\From an early date, at least from 1679, small groups of its work is
Ministers, who were usually members of the Cabinet Council, bf an ian«
met together to discuss measures and to agree upon the cSSL-f
attitude they would adopt.   These meetings became regular Miaisters
under Walpole's administration, and by the middle of the
eighteenth century at any rate, perhaps at the time of the
Pelham  administration,  perhaps about  1755,  this inner
group of Cabinet Ministers had begun to supersede the full
Cabinet   CouncilJ Other   changes   facilitated   the   trans-
ference of important business to these small groups.   (After
the Hanoverian Succession, the King began to refrain from
attending the meetings of the Committee of the Council,
and his appearances at the Cabinet Council became gradually
rarer: whereas Anne had almost invariably attended its
meetings, George I attended regularly only in the earliest
years of his reign, though in 1716 he was represented by the
Prince of Wales.    George II attended the Cabinet Council
twice when the King's Speech was under consideration,
and was represented by the Queen as Regent in his absence
in 1729.   George III attended the Cabinet Council twice,
in 1779 and 1781, but on the first occasion he read a speech
to the Cabinet and did not seek its advice,
As the King's attendance in the Cabinet became rarer, whose meet-
the Cabinet, ceased to meet in the Royal palace, and was formal and
transferred to the office of the Secretary of State in White™ extra4egai
hall.   This  somewhat  increased the importance  of  the
informal meetings of groups of Ministers, which were often
held at one of the Minister's houses—at Walpole's residence
in Chelsea or at Newcastle's in Lincoln's Inn Fields.   At
first, these meetings were not recognised as Cabinet meetings,
though business of considerable importance was transacted
in them; but, it has been argued, about the middle of
1 Anson, Law and Constitution (2nd edit.), part IL, p. 113.
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